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                Novel craft beer with whiskered brome (Bromus grossus)

                Almost forgotten | In an experimental project, the University of Bayreuth, in collaboration with Ireks GmbH, has shown that the whiskered brome is suitable for beer production. The ancient cereal was propagated and a tasty beer was produced.
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                Distinguishing hop varieties as either aroma or bitter hops – is this still relevant?

                Variety differentiation | The authors discuss whether the differentiation between aroma and bitter hops, which has been in force since 1971, is still relevant in view of the changed framework conditions, especially for brewers looking for assistance in their use.
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                The great American lager comes full circle

                Comeback | The US-market for American craft beer is clearly dominated by top-fermented beers with the ubiquitous IPA leading the way. But habits are changing, and bottom-fermented lager beers are slowly but surely gaining ground.
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                High-temperature mashing with thermo-stable enzymes

            Biotransformation | Modern biotechnology has enabled the discovery of new enzymatic solutions that allow brewers to overcome limitations related to raw materials and brewing methods. The temperature stability improvement of enzymes plays a pivotal role in empowering brewers to develop mashing technologies that are more sustainable.

            
        
        
        
	
    
    
    

    
    
                
        
            
                Fermentation/Maturation

                Diastatic S. cerevisiae: new insights from an old yeast

            Feral Yeast | New results have led the authors of this review to reassess the significance of diastatic yeast and have raised fundamental questions about the nature of brewing yeasts.

            
        
        
        
	
    
    
    

    
    
                
        
            
                Quality assurance

                Hygienic design – optional or indispensable?

            Food safety | Implementation of hygienic design in the beverage sector provides many benefits. When cooperating with engineers, designers and experts for food safety, companies can assure that their production facilities comply with the strictest hygiene standards and maintain quality and safety of their products.
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                Dublin City traffic plan not so good for Guinness

            Ireland | Guinness brewer Diageo urged Dublin City Council not to block its “historic” route to Dublin Port by removing its lorries from the north and south quays. Presently, Guinness’s lorries with its iconic stout for export cross the city along the quays of the river Liffey, if they want to reach the port (in the east of Dublin) from St James’s Gate brewery.
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                Diageo’s mulls sale of iconic Wimbledon drink Pimm’s

            United Kingdom | Drinks firm Diageo is reportedly exploring the sale of a trio of non-core brands including Pimm’s. According to Sky News, the company has hired bankers at Rothschild to explore whether to sell Pimm’s. The red tipple was acquired in 1997, when Grand Metropolitan and Guinness merged to become Diageo.
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                Applied Brewing and Malting Science: English version out now

                Great contribution | Not many brewers have made such a great contribution to the science and practice of malting and brewing as Professor Ludwig Narziß. Now his fundamental reference book “Abriss der Bierbrauerei” has finally been published in English.
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                Holland Malt opens world’s first emission-free malthouse

                The Netherlands | During the 108 VLB International Brewing & Engineering Congress 2024 which took place from 13 to 15 March, Holland Malt officially opened the world’s first emission-free malthouse. With this step, the Eemshaven-based malthouse goes completely off gas.
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                Alfa Laval Pump Handbook: New edition

                Reference work | At the beginning of March, Alfa Laval published a brand new edition of the company’s renowned Pump Handbook. The 375-page handbook is free and contains scholarly information on basic pump functionality and in-depth guidelines for sizing and selecting the right pump type for optimum efficiency. The handbook is packed with real-life examples to increase its user-friendliness.
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                Latest BrewingScience issue out now

                Barley and Ca na fruit | In February 2024, the latest BrewingScience issue was published online. This issue focuses on barley and the tropical Ca na fruit. The scientific online-journal BrewingScience features peer-reviewed scientific papers with impact on the brewing industry. The brief article abstracts below provide a good initial overview of the content.
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                Biersommelier Course in Spanish

                Premiere | For the first time, a Doemens Biersommelier course will be held in Spanish in Gräfelfing near Munich, Germany. From May 27th to June 7th, 2024, Doemens’ long-standing partner in beer sommelier training in South America and the Iberian Peninsula, Cilene Saorin, will be responsible for the course with the support of Doemens experts. In this interview, Cilene Saorin reveals what the participants can expect.
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                500 times maximum efficiency

                Anniversary block | Ever since the first ErgoBloc L from Krones was unveiled at drinktec 2009, it has been an integral part of bottling plants. With its market launch, Krones realised a vision at the time: the complete filling and packaging line combined in one block.
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                UK begins 2024 with fewer breweries than start of 2023

                Brewery Tracker | The figures released by the Siba UK Brewery Tracker show the UK total number of active brewers now stands at 1815, compared to 1828 in January 2023.
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                Beer&Food Attraction 2024: Increase in professional visitors 

                Italian Exhibition Group | Beer&Food Attraction, the international exhibition specifically for the world of out-of-home catering – which took place at Italian Exhibition Group’s Rimini Expo Centre, together with BBTech Expo, the beer and beverage production technologies and Filling&Packaging show – welcomed 600 brands spread over 14 halls.
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                        A new 2-in-1 filtration and stabilization aid for brewers

                        Reduce operating costs, safety hazards, and your environmental footprint with Grace’s new silica processing aid technology designed for combined beer filtration and stabilization.
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                        Welcome to Maximum Productivity: The Fully Automated Lab for the Beverage Industry

                        Our ALAB 5000 series provides final quality control of packaged beverages directly at-line, right after the filler.
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                        Seamless Quality Control of Craft Beer: The Guide to Perfect Product Quality

                        Product quality and customer satisfaction are often taken for granted. To ensure both of these, brewers need to understand the entire beer production process – from wort to final product.
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                        Smart Beer Membrane Filtration - Pentair BMF + Flux Smart S8 

                        The brewer of today has many challenges. Beer quality must be outstanding, all resources need to be maximally utilized and the output of beer should be as high as possible.
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                        Understand your Digital Beer DNA with Pentair BrewAssist 

                        Pentair’s BrewAssist is your virtual assistant to help you excel in your day-to-day business. 
The smart, cloud based Software helps you to optimize your Beer Membrane Filtration Process.
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                        Rising to the new challenge

                        The urgent challenges of the Covid-19 pandemic have required Food and Beverage manufacturers to rapidly adapt to changed circumstances. This insight series examines the 'new normal' in the global Food and Beverage industry, in particular the role of smart financing and agile technologies for manufacturers.
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